
P22845 – Spaces for people - Pop Up Cycle lanes – Perth Road 

Works Brief 

As part of the Spaces for People projects the Perth road has been identified as a key commuter link 

that would benefit from active travel improvements. Key objectives for this project are to implement 

changes that improve cycling safety by segregating cyclists and vehicles where possible. All the designs 

have be undertaken with consideration into the available carriageway widths, parking, school access, 

Bus Stops, existing road use and Cyclist & pedestrian safety.  

Location – Perth Road 

The location of the scheme is the section of Perth Road between Ninewells Avenue in the West and 

Blackness Avenue in the East. The length of scheme is approximately 2.8Km and spans the majority of 

the West side of Dundee. Destinations linked by the route are Ninewells hospital, Dundee Technology 

Park, Dundee University, Botanical gardens, Harris Secondary School, Westpark Conference centre 

and a mixture of private and rented accommodation. 

 

Figure 1 – Location Plan 

 

Works Description 

The objective for this project is to provide a segregated cycling facility along the full length of the Perth 

Road. Where this was not possible, due to width constraints on the carriageway, measures to slow 

traffic have been proposed. Road lane widths have been maintained at a minimum of 3.2m wide. As 

the route is straight with minimal bends this is adequate for all vehicle types to pass safely. 

Where carriageway widths allow a 1.5m fully segregated cycling lane has been proposed. This lane will 

be separated by cycle lane markers similar to as shown in Figure 2 below.   



 

Figure 2 – Full Cycle lane segregation example 

Where existing road widths do not allow for a fully segregated cycle lane, 1m advisory lanes are 

proposed. This will have no physical separation and will delineated by a broken while line. Road lane 

widths will be 3.2m or above but this arrangement allows vehicles to cross while still providing a visual 

warning barrier for vehicles that cyclists maybe present. See Figures 3&4 below. 

 

 

Figure 3&4 – Advisory Cycle lane examples 

 

There are sections of Perth Road where there is insufficient width of carriageway for a dedicated cycle 

lane. At these locations the road will revert to a shared section of carriageway similar to existing. In 

order to reduce vehicle speeds and provide a safer way for cyclists and vehicles to merge, buildouts 

and a give and take system for vehicles are proposed when entering these areas. These are located at 

3 locations along the full length of the projects. Refer to Figure 5 and 6 for an indication of how these 

will look in plan. Refer to drawings 202,203 and 204 for locations. 

 



 
Figure 5 – Advisory Cycle lane examples 

 

Figure 6 – Typical Giveway arrangement 

Road markings and coloured surface banding will be used to slow traffic speeds where deemed to be 

required. Ideally coloured surfacing to highlight the cycle lanes is proposed, however as this is area is 

a planning conservation area further consultation on this will have be undertaken. 

 

 



Floating bus islands are propose at two locations on the route, where space allows. These provide a 

continuous cycle lane while providing bus priority benefits within the flow of traffic. Small alterations 

to the location of Bus Stops along the route are proposed where required to fit the design. Refer to 

Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 – Floating Bus Stop arrangement 

 

A design commission for a permanent active freeway project on this route corridor is planned to be 

procured in 2021. This commission will determine the requirements for further infrastructure 

enhancements on this route including improvements to the Perth Road East, Perth Road / Ninewells 

Avenue Roundabout accessibility and cycling provision, and provision of a cycle route link from the 

Sinderins Junction to the City Centre via Hawkhill. 

 

   


